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Summer Knight: The Dresden Files,
Book 4

Harry Blackstone Copperfield Dresden is a very powerful wizard and a dedicated private eye. He is
also a wise cracking trouble magnet. Fueled by a tempest of guilt, sleep deprivation, malnutrition,
bad temper and frankly awful personal grooming. Harry is hurtling toward oblivion. According to
Harry that is nobody's business but his own. The Winter Queen of Faerie manipulates him into
accepting a case to solve a murder and stop a war between the courts of Summer and Winter that
could have literally earth shattering consequences. His own soul is up for grabs. Dresden must dig
deep to discover that at time a willingness to accept a little help from your friends, be they a cub
pack of werewolves, old loves in sheep's clothing, or a battalion of pizza loving dewdrop fairies, is a
very good thing.
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In the previous volume of this series, 'Grave Peril,' Harry Dresden's heroics had ruined a
relationship, made enemies of just about every vampire in the world, and put all his fellow wizards at
considerable risk. It is no surprise to find this volume opening with Harry succumbing to severe
depression, hiding in his basement laboratory desperately seeking a cure for Susan's vampire
curse, while his life gradually crumbles around him. Nothing is worse than a guilt filled wizard who
has given up on housecleaning.Harry's life being what it is, in no time at all things get very much
worse. First, a little old lady turns into a ghoul and nearly eats him, then Queen Mab of the Faerie's
Winter Court informs him that she now holds his debt, and then the White Council of the wizards

comes to Chicago to have a wee chat with their most wayward member. The only way Harry can
avoid becoming toast is to make a deal with (you guessed) Queen Mab herself. This will provide the
wizards have another option besides offering Harry up as a blood bag. Mab doesn't want much, she
just needs Harry to find out who killed the Summer Knight before Armageddon breaks out all
over.Other than some assistance from a troop of pizza eating pixies, a den of young-adult
werewolves, and a few faerie may-not-wannabees, Harry is on his own in this one. Unless you want
to count the people (and not quite people) who are trying to kill him as company. Whatever the
reason for the murder was, no one wants Harry to find it. Out of the six queens who rule Faerie, one
has hired him and the other five just might kill him on sight. Yet he must talk to them all, as well as
their supporters. Sometimes it seems that the vampires would have been a better choice.

The fourth book of Jim Butcher's "Dresden Files" series continues the adventures of Harry Dresden,
Wizard for hire. His girlfriend has left town to deal with issues resulting from book three, and Harry is
down in the dumbs. Enter Queen Mab, the Sidhe (faerie) Queen of Winter, with a case for Harry:
Find out who killed the Summer Knight. Harry becomes the emissary of Winter.We see the first
gathering of the White Council, and learn some of Harry's allies, such as his second mentor,
Ebenezer, along with enemies like Morgan and The Merlin. There is also the shadowy
Gatekeeper.With a battle brewing between the White Council of Wizards and the Red Court of
vampires, the wizards need safe passage through the Nevernever world of the faeries. However,
there is also a struggle between the faeries of Summer and Winter. Harry must solve the murder
and power struggle or be handed over to the vampires by the White Council. There's a lot at stake
for poor Harry.Luckily, Dresden has some allies on the Council, and enlists the aid of the young
Alphas, the werewolves from book two. He also begins to regain his friendship with Lt. Karrin
Murphy of the Chicago police Special Investigations unit. They have a couple key scenes, including
one that involves a fight with an ogre, a ghoul and a plant-monster at a WalMart.Add to all of this the
return of Harry's first lover, the wizard Elaine, plus the various faeries, and we get the makings for a
bit of intrigue.As with his other books, the story is well-paced, with plenty of action along with plot
development. Harry's use of magic is always interesting, and his humor carries him (and the reader)
through some of the darker periods. There is a good balance of levity with shadow. Harry's
character continues to develop, and his talk with Lt.

"Summer Knight" by Jim Butcher is the fantastic fourth instalment in the Dresden Files series, and it
may just be the best book to date. Butcher has once again created a hugely entertaining mix of

genres, blending fantasy, mystery, horror and comedy into one witty and compelling tale. "Summer
Knight" is a fun-filled and riveting read that had me turning pages all through the night, and I can't
recommend it enough!"Summer Knight" begins with our hero, Harry Dresden, Chicago's only
professional wizard, in a deep depression. He has spent nearly all his time of late down in his
sub-basement lab, trying to find a way to reverse what happened to his girlfriend Susan, who he lost
to the vampires in the last book, "Grave Peril". Not only is he mourning the loss of the woman he
had just discovered he loved, he is also dealing with the guilt of starting a deadly war between the
White Council of wizards and the Vampire's Red Court. Attempts on Harry's life come almost daily,
and he is barely able to survive them in the sorry state he is in. Harry still has a few friends left in the
world, including the Alphas, a group of young adult werewolves who we first met in "Fool Moon",
and Lieutenant Karrin Murphy, head of Special Investigations in the Chicago PD.But Harry's few
remaining friends aren't going to be able to save him from his own people. The White Council is
coming to Chicago to deal with Harry and the mess he has caused with the Vampires, and they are
none to pleased with him. And when you factor in Harry's less stellar past with the White Council, it
seems Harry may not have to worry about the bad guys at all. Because unless he can figure out
something fast, the White Council is going to get rid of Harry permanently.
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